Attack of the Killer Tomatoes 
Jonathan Miller : The controversy surrounding genetically modified food has raised important philosophical questions about our attitude to and our confidence in science.Now the question is,is the science sound? Is the criticism of the science justified? And of course,are ordinary people in a position to make reasonable and informed judgements about such a complicated subject? 
If you visit any supermarket today,you're quite likely to find food such as tomatoes,Soya beans or cheese which has been genetically modified.Scientists have learned how to transfer genes from one organism to another,and food manufacturers say that by using this new science,they can make food cheaper and in many ways more nourishing and perhaps more appetising. 
But there is considerable opposition to the development of these new genetically modified organisms,or GMOs,especially from environmentalist groups such as Greenpeace.These critics of GMOs argue that scientists don't fully understand what they're doing and that the hidden risks are great to be meddling with the building blocks of organic life.Others have an ethical objection to what they see as a violation of natural organic existence. 
The opposition to genetic modification has been so vocal that many shops have refused to sell GM food,while the government has said that it should be clearly labelled as such. 
[Labelling would not help,since if GM was in all food,as it now ends up in Soya,all food would carry a GM label,rendering it moot as an indicator -LB] 
And there's considerable pressure on companies not to press ahead with developing this technology any further.But what are the risks of not developing this area of science? Especially for people who live in the third world,who it's argued,stand to gain considerably from this new technology. 
[A recent development includes a less stem-more yield crop,giving more food per hectare.But there is also plants that do not propagate as they have been made sterile,and so new seed has to be bought from the Western nations to supply food to the third world,making them further indebted to us -LB] 
To discuss these issues with me,are four people who've been thinking very hard about genetic engineering and it's implications.Professor Don Greerson is one of Britain's leading genetic engineers,he spent 25 years studying the way tomatoes and other plants ripen.The genetic transfer which he himself developed is marketed in America in the so-called "Flavour Saver" tomato.He argues that this new science could bring enormous benefits,that GMOs are rigorously tested,and that the panic about the risks of this technology is unjustified. 
Dr Mae Wan-Ho used to be a geneticist,but is now one of the strongest critics of this science. In her book,"Genetic Engineering: Dream or Nightmare?",she says genetic science is reductionist.By this she means the scientists see organisms as nothing more than collections of genes,rather than respecting them as a whole. 
Dr Brian Wynn is a sociologist from Lancaster University,and a government advisor on genetic engineering.He's been researching public attitudes to GMOs and he believes that people are right to be suspicious.He thinks there are too many unknown hidden risks in this new technology. [There are always unknown hidden risks in any scientific endeavour -LB] 
Dr Janet Radcliffe-Richards is a philosopher at the Open University.She's critical of the alarmist reaction to GM foods.Much of the fear of genetic engineering,she argues can be put down to superstition,and ignorance. 
Now of course,I think everyone would agree that human beings have been modifying nature for as long as homo sapiens has been recognisable as such.Our cereals have changed,our breeds of sheep and cattle have changed,and we've altered our pets.There was no such thing as a Pekinese or a Dachshund 2000 years ago.Now what I would like to do,is to say,"What is distinctive about the modifications that have produced such anxiety and controversy at this particular moment of the 20th century?".Now until recently,our only access to the genotype was by selections of the individuals that we call the phenotypes,in other words by selective breeding.Now the name of the game has changed,we now have direct access to the genotype. We can start to fiddle with the instructions.Now I believe Mae Wan,that you have a view that this is a narrow and reduced form of science,and the phrase that you use very frequently is that it's an example of what you call "reductionist science".Now I would like to hear what you mean by reductionist science,and how we distinguish it from an alternative form of science is implied that you favour. 
Mae Wan-Ho : Okay,well reductionist science in the context of looking at living organisms, they don't see organisms,they see collections of genes,each of which can be moved individually,sort of rather like LEGO pieces,that you can mix and match.Now of course this is a cartoon,but that is what reductionism is about.But when you change this DNA you are actually moving it into a totally different ecology,and you are basically breaking down the integrity of the organism,of species,so if you transfer genes between different species,say if you transfer a human gene,you know,into salmon,into pigs,you are actually transferring not just the genes,but the gene and the effect that it has on other genes.It can give rise to a lot of unintended effects,and this is the major worry of people like myself and others,that basically you are disturbing the ecology of the genes,the integrity of species that have evolved through millions of years if not hundreds of millions of years. 
Jonathan Miller : Why do we have to think of it in terms of ecology? I always get the impression that behind ecology,I hear the sort of,the green feet.... 
Mae Wan-Ho : Sociology... 
Jonathan Miller : ...no,but I hear the green feet of an ecology movement,rather than a specifically intellectual notion of systems in general. 
Mae Wan-Ho : It is a ....it is an absolutely rigorous intellectual notion. 
[It's interesting that the requirement for it to be intellectual rather than emotional is inherent in the discussion -LB] 
Jonathan Miller : I'd like to press on with this notion of reductionism.It seems to me that what you call reductionist science,is in fact a definition of what science ought to be.You see I can't see an alternative science,which would counter science,which wasn't reductionist.What would it look like? What would it sound like? 
[It would incorporate the holism that has come from Quantum Physics and the areas of mathematics that have shown that systems behave differently than there constituent parts might behave in isolation.What Mae Wan is saying is that genes aren't the whole story.How they interact is as important as how they act,this is the lesson that has been learnt from mathematics.Even roboticists,and artificial intelligence researchers,acknowledge that complex systems act differently from the component parts.Exploiting networks of similar structures has shown that that elicit behaviours that are not written into any one component.See Conway's "Life" -LB] 
Mae Wan-Ho : Since perhaps about 20 years ago,there has emerged a new way of looking at the organism as a whole,and it does involve interdisciplinary teams working together,not scientists,not biologists,physicists,chemists,working in isolation,and the most exciting results are coming out from these so-called non-invasive technologies studying dynamics of whole organisms,dynamics of the heartbeat [Ref: Video J3/JB3:TW Chaotic Hearts;New Scientists Guide to Chaos p91],you know respiratory rate,and you can actually begin to get an idea of how the organism is actually behaving as a whole while it is living and developing,rather than,you know,conventionally,you know,I started out being a biochemist,we used to bring the cell up,we used to pulp everything until there's no trace left of the biological organisation that we're supposed to be studying.So I think that there is a change now,that this kind of activity is going to be much more collective,much more cooperative,much more inte0íŸ 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : Well I don't see why it's at odds,because until you start looking at the internal workings of the thing,you don't know what it is that's causing these patterns,causing the whole organism to work the way it is. 
[This is the mistake.The cause is not in the individual,but in the overall organisation,and trying to find the cause within the sub-structure will only result in frustration.The cause is in the superstructure,and therefore the reductionist pulling apart is fruitless when trying to understand why a system acts coherently at a macro level of organisation.John Gribbin made the point to Mary Midgeley that it is first necessary to understand the sub-structure.This is true,but the sub-structure cannot be seen as the cause of the superstructure's behaviour,even though in a very literal sense,it is. 
The "walker" in Conway's life is an emergent product of the rule system,but "walking" is not one of the rules,and so if you ask "How is this thing walking?" and try and find the rule for walking in the rules,you will not find it,because it is a property of the whole structure of the rule system.Mae Wan understands this,everyone else doesn't -LB] 
Mae Wan-Ho : Ahhh,but that's the whole notion.Your saying that the only cause you recognise is from the molecular level,and it's not true. 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : No,no,no,no,no. 
Jonathan Miller : No. Don? 
Don Greerson : Mae Wan? 
Mae Wan-Ho : Yes? 
Don Greerson : The only way to understand what a particular gene does is to either add it to an organism that didn't have it,or to take it away, and then observe very,very carefully over a period of five or ten years,as I have done, what the consequences are.Then you discu....you don't then argue about what the effects of a gene are,you know them all,and you observe them and you measure them. 
[No the same mistake is being made again,that tells you what the gene does in isolation,or in a different context (ecology),it doesn't tell you what it does within the context of the system and how in contributes to the nexus of interaction between genes.The genes in any particular system have been selected because evolutionarily speaking they do the job that is required of them.By selective breeding,we are manipulating within nature's boundaries as to what genes are allowed by species boundary.Direct gene manipulation exits this boundary without any regard for the system as a whole.The idea of this was shown in "Jurassic Park" where the idea of Chaos was introduced to show how systems might operate differently from their parts. In Jeff Goldblum saying "Nature will find a way",what he was meaning was "The whole is more than the sum of the parts".It is the mistake of reductionist science to assume that knowing about all the parts tells you all about the whole.The whole structure has organisation that emerges from the correlation of the parts.There are many mathematical examples of this. Biological examples include shoaling or flocking,which although at the organism level,are an allegory of what might happen in cell systems.Mathematical models of cellular automata and in areas of artificial intelligence show that networks have behaviour that result from interconnection of myriads of similar parts,that can not be attributed to the construction of the parts themselves.This is what the others refuse to see.It maybe that the instinctual reaction or fear of GM stems from a subliminal comprehension on behalf of the public that they feel they are "more than just their genes" and that any attempt to mess about with genes in a reductionist fashion is at best naive and at worst dangerous,since their is no acknowledgement of the whole organism,and the public are just ill-equipped to voice this as the reason for their fear-LB] 
Mae Wan-Ho : Can I tell you just one.....? 
Don Greerson : If you study the physiology and the biochemistry... 
Mae Wan-Ho : ...one pitfall of that approach? 
Don Greerson : ...well you do.... 
Mae Wan-Ho : May I tell you that? 
Jonathan Miller : Wait until he's finished that and I'll come back to you. 
Mae Wan-Ho : You finish. 
Don Greerson : You observe how the organism behaves in its natural environment and how the altered gene affects the organism as a whole and you do synthesise,in a holistic way,the effect it's had on the organism.You sit and argue and say "We can't possibly know,therefore we won't do it",I say "It has and can be done,and you can understand the consequences". 
[As Mae Wan rightly says the only recognition is of an effect of the gene,as a cause,rather than recognition of the system as an integrated whole.Don's approach is like finding out how a machine works by throwing a spanner into it and saying "The spanner has the effect of making the machine less efficient at doing its job".Of course pulling the machine to bits and examining each part and its relationship renders knowledge as to how the machine is functioning,but only in the complete operation of a machine do you get a sense of what it is for and why it is doing certain things. 
Someone who didn't know about how a radio worked would be at a loss to understand why the audio signal disappeared when he deconstructed it.Only in operation can you trace the signal. Likewise Victorian reductionist science that created stuffed animals in museums shows nothing of the interaction of species and the reasons of why they were built to live as they are.Only by watching a living thing in operation can you discern this. 
There seems to be the idea that Mae Wan wishes to replace what is done now by another system that does not recognise the parts,and that we can't make any progressive step as it is too dangerous.This is not what is being said.The idea of a holistic view is to recognise that then parts are not the whole story and that the system as its own faculties,and without this recognition to go ahead with implementing gene manipulation,is like a powerful car being driven by a petro-chemist or an automotive electrician who have never driven a car before.They do not recognise that the whole system has rules that are not a consequence of the sum of the parts.Traffic lights and the highway code are not to do with chemistry nor are they the specialisation of an automotive electrician.This doesn't mean to say that either could learn to drive,if they recognise that driving is a property of the car in its environment as a whole system,and that this requires knowledge too. 
The idea of Don here is that he thinks that Mae Wan is being retrogressive and trying to stem progress by saying "we shouldn't mess with what we don't understand".She is vocalising that there is an area of investigation that is being overlooked where GM is concerned,and that to do so is a gross omission and possibly dangerous -LB] 
Jonathan Miller : But you seem to be objecting to the notion of invasiveness.Now if invasiveness, which seems to violate a living system were,as it were,prevented,and we had insisted on some sort of moratorium on invasiveness,we would never have discovered how the blood circulated.It was only by cutting the artery that...and distinguishing between the intermittent flow of blood from an artery and the chronic continuous dribble that came from a vein that Harvey was able to see that there was a fundamental difference in the way in which the heart worked.Now he knew perfectly well that the heart works as a systematic entirety in something which he called the "circulation",but he couldn't get access to the circulation until he started to damage it. 
[Yes but in this case its rather like trying to find out why water is flowing in a river by removing some into a bucket.You wonder why it doesn' t act the same in the bucket.It's because the environment has changed.Mae Wan is saying that they are cutting off their nose to spite their face.They are not gaining true knowledge about genes because they have changed the role that it is playing.By removing a gene from a system,the assumption is that what then happens is the lack of the property that this gene alone is responsible for.The lesson of non-linear systems is that what may be the result is an unbalancing of the system such that the effects are snowballed,dominoed,or butterflied whichever metaphor is appropriate and what you then see is an altered system, and not the effect of that one gene.In other words all the other genes may respond to the lack of that gene,and another system may respond differently to the addition of that gene.There is evidence that genes create different effects in different organisms and so to say "That's impossible" is absurd.Not to take it into account and think that the gene has only a single effect associated with it is naive,and if the potential for it to have more than this single effect is not investigated before using the technology then that is bad science. 
The phrase "I don't see" occurs in those arguing the reductionist case,which is typical of those who haven't learnt the lesson of an integrated systems approach,and the fact that Mae Wan is being misconstrued as a luddite or trying to stem progress is an indication that the rest don't know what she is referring to -LB] 
Mae Wan-Ho : You see I'm not saying "Forget about the parts".What I'm saying is that "If this is the only kind of science we have we get a very misleading picture".If we do not actually supplement it with this kind of studying organisms as a whole that I'm describing,then there is a lot that is missing. 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : But you have to look at the bits to understand how the whole works, 
[Arrggh how dense can you get? Janet has been constricted into thinking that this is the only view that can be adopted,and seemingly so has Don.The parts have to be understood,but they not the whole story,literally -LB 
and unless you manipulate the bits,you can can't understand what contribution..... 
Mae Wan-Ho : I'm saying that it's insufficient... 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : ...and the whole is separate. 
Mae Wan-Ho : It is not sufficient. 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : No,no but nobody says it is sufficient.Nobody in the world says it is sufficient.So who are you arguing against? 
[That's funny,what you and Don seemed to be saying is that the parts were the whole story, and once you understood those there was nothing else to know -LB] 
Mae Wan-Ho : Alright,but it's not that you have to look at the bits.It's one way of doing it. 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : Well you can't do..you can't find some things without looking at the bits. 
Mae Wan-Ho : Well this is where I disagree with you. 
[This is a tad more controversial.Whether you can infer what the sub-components are doing by looking at the system is not so clear as saying that the system needs to be understood as a whole as well as a set of parts.It's hard to see how you can deduce the action of the pistons in an engine by watching a car -LB] 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : You think you can find out everything you need to know about these things without looking at the bits? 
[That sounds a bit Eastern mysticism to me Mae Wan -LB] 
Mae Wan-Ho : Well it depends on every..what...what is the meaning of everything you need to know about it.You see,if you actually do not have any recognition of systems dynamics, then its actually...you ...the parts don't actually add up to the whole. 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : No.... 
Jonathan Miller : But this is going on in medicine the whole time... 
Mae Wan-Ho : I'll just give you an example of where reductionist medicine fails.The major failure is in something like antibiotic resistance,you know the infectious diseases,you know you have this mentality of continual warfare with nature,and finally what happens is that the bugs are getting to be totally antibiotic resistant,and so it is this kind of ignoring the ecology of diseases that actually is failing,and therefore,you know it doesn't have a reductionist solution. 
Jonathan Miller : But that's not a failure of.... 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : But,but,but to start with it isn't ...you don't have to think that a solution is the very last word.The whole history of evolution has been bugs adapting themselves to the environment,and every time we develop a resistance,the bug rushes ahead an develops a..... 
[The immune systems current capability of rebutting are large array of diseases could be seen as evidence of evolution.The constant struggle to outwit potential diseases and the fact that some people succumb because they can't defeat the intruder shows that they are selected by whether they survive by having the immunity to carry on to the next generation.If we were created we might have had a fixed immune system and thus died out from ever increasing numbers of intruders,or developed from that fixed point which only shows that evolution is once again necessary.Creationism is an anathema to the immune system -LB] 
..but antibiotics,the question is are you saying, "It would be better to let people die of these diseases now,rather than have the antibiotic"? 
Mae Wan-Ho : You're putting words in my mouth I never said.... 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : No,I was...I asked you a question... 
Mae Wan-Ho : I said...look,most of the actually you should be able to tell me if I'm wrong.... 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : You haven't answered the question yet. 
Mae Wan-Ho : ...most of the improvements in infectious diseases was due to improvements in hygiene. 
Jonathan Miller : Well,until antibiotics! 
Mae Wan-Ho : Yes,yes exactly. 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : Antibiotics. 
Mae Wan-Ho : The point is then we are... 
Jonathan Miller : Well you say "exactly",but you can't dismiss that. 
Mae Wan-Ho : But the point is now we actually have abused antibiotics and misused antibiotics and we have also destroyed the ecological environment. 
Jonathan Miller : I think it's quite clear that we haven't really clearly marked out what our differences are,with regard to the notion of reductionism,but that I think,probably is a whole programme on its own,and I think we will get back to it by implication,but I would like to turn to Brian now,and talk about the nature of risk [Ref:Video:BB14:RI 3; N30:The Numbers Game; OB4 Equinox {Living Dangerously};[Science 1] Mindfld;[Maths 1] Reith992], and of the sort of policies which can be put in place when it comes to what you visualise and what many people visualise as the riskiness of scientific procedures and in particular the riskiness,and therefore the precautions which are required of science,with regard to genetic modification. 
Brian Wynn : Well science doesn't necessarily take into account the interactions between say the direct consequences of the,let's say the introduction of some genetically manipulated crop with an insect resistance or an insecticidal function,and the knock-on effects within environmental food chains.So that the wider environmental consequences,longer term perhaps,also taking into account various other forms of independent interaction in the environment,are not necessarily being taken into account. 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : I don't really understand what you're saying.[You're not alone-LB] You're saying that there are things that we can't predict,and everybody knows that.But what are you trying to say on the basis of that? That we shouldn't...that we should sit still and stay where we are? Because the trouble is that whatever we do whether we act or we don't act, there are going to be knock-on consequences that we're not aware of. 
[Exactly, and its the myth of the frightened scaremongerers that by doing nothing and "not playing God" that we are somehow safer than if we take the kind of risks that are posed by GM.Such things have benefits and drawbacks,and if we listened to the whingers we'd never make any progress and still be living in the Dark Ages with all the pestilence and death and suffering that is entailed by that -LB] 
For instance, if we refrain from introducing an antibiotic,there are going to be a spread of organisms that wouldn't have happened but for it,and I'm not sure why we should be more alarmed by the things that go in one direction,than in the other. 
[Didn't you know Janet,it's because science is basically pernicious and evil and against nature,even though it's history is that it works within nature,and even though anything man does,by virtue of him being part of nature makes it natural.The idea that we are outside of nature meddling with it,is an affront to mankind as a living being.We are as natural as an apple or a zebra.But that doesn't make everything we do right,but neither does it make it wrong.So science can't be unnatural by default.We must ask the basic question "What are we trying to achieve?",if the answer is no more progress,then science is academic.If the answer is continued progress,then science is a necessity,and there is reason to choose the forwards direction rather than the backwards one.The idea that we should stand still because of fear of the unknown is an affront to all those who have been intrepid enough to explore new frontiers on behalf of mankind from the sailors who found new lands to the astronauts landing on the moon and to the pioneers of science who have investigated new realms. 
GM is a hot potato because it effects everyone at a very core level and those people are not being given a say in how it proceeds.They don't mind whilst they have new drugs or treatments for disease,or DVD players or Nintendo machines or the latest PC to leave it to the boffins,but when it causes a moral problem look out,the moral majority will be on the prowl issuing edicts and telling you what to do,as only they know best -LB] 
Brian Wynn : We should always be accompanying the risk assessment by the question "So why are we doing this?".If we don't know the full range of consequences for what purpose is it being conducted? Now when we look at public perceptions,we see people noticing,and this is quite explicit,lot's of work we've done on public perceptions involve this issue,people notice that there is gross contradiction between the sales pitch for GM foods and crops,which is "We're going to feed the starving of the world",and what they find,which is that nearly all of the R&D money and the innovation effort is going on actually giving the likes of us affluent society consumers a little bit more elaborate choice in the supermarket when we go there. 
[That's like Paul Merton's observation that the hunting fraternity claim they are hunting to provide a service to keep the fox population at bay when in fact they are doing it to enjoy it, why else whoop with joy at a kill or blood the faces of initiates? It's just a lie to maintain the process,and with GM the lie is that the starving will be fed.It may well have that effect but that isn't why it is being done.It is not even good science to maintain that there is an objective in sight.GM is being done out of pure curiosity and the capacity to understand,if it were for any other reason it would not be true science.Lasers were not made for CDs or for bomb sights,they were a consequence of looking into curious properties of light,they just happened to have beneficial and detrimental effects.GM stands to have the same properties and anyone who claims that there won't be any detrimental effects,because sufficient controls are in place is lying.You cannot control the genie from Pandora's box in that way.You can either stop progress and stagnate,or become informed and make reasoned choices about the consequences of your actions,being aware that you may not be in full possession of the facts. 
Brian says we don't know the full range of consequences.We NEVER know the full range of consequences,and if we waited until we did we'd never do anything.But this doesn't mean we can't make informed choices or that we can't be wary about potential problems.Mae Wan's idea of not being aware of the capacity of a system dynamic is one such thing that should be taken into account that isn't being taken into account -LB] 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : If you can see some positive good of an innovation,like curing people who are suffering from bacterial diseases,then the presumption it seems to me,is that you do this good unless you have a positive reason to think that there's something bad. 
[A couple of points.This is where Brian Appleyard gets into confrontation with Lewis Wolpert. First of all whose idea of what's "good" are we using? GM might seem like a good idea to Don and a not so good one to Mae Wan.The idea of GM is already out of the bottle,for good or bad you can't put it back anymore than putting E=Mc^2 back in the bottle to stop the -maybe good,maybe bad - nuclear power stations.Although it might seem like an inherent moral good to stop suffering,this is a value judgement,without an objective frame of reference you can only make such judgements by reference to a system of authority such as whether the majority think it is good. 
Secondly,science doesn't work like this.The laser came about before its applications were known.So it had the potential for good or bad use,depending on your moral framework,so the innovation itself went ahead anyway as there were no good or bad reasons to stop it from coming into existence.Ideas happen and are turned into objects,the objects then find application.You cannot put the cart before the horse. 
Under Janet's view one might jump off a cliff until you hit the bottom where you would conclude from an arbitrary moral framework (subjective assessment by one person) that the consequence was not a good one! 
It makes more sense to check what the outcome might be (assess risk),before taking action,so that you are prepared for any potential "bad" consequences.I think that this is the precautionary principle that is referred to later -LB] 
Jonathan Miller : What are the consequences of forbearance as opposed to the consequences of undertaking an action? Now you see I seem to get the impression that there is a sort of a council of precautionary paralysis,which would mean "because we don't know what outcomes are in complex systems,that we should in fact somehow withdraw to a state of immobility". 
[This maybe the view of the clock-turners,luddites and nay-sayers,that in the face of lack of knowledge do nothing,but the reasonable thing to do is proceed with caution,as if entering a cave containing a potential predator,it's a good idea to arm yourself with a gun.The gun in this case is knowledge and reasoned assertions about possible outcomes. 
One of the possible outcomes is that put forwards by Greenpeace of genes becoming miscreants in the general population by making use of viruses,or getting into other organisms by cross pollination,and causing unintended effects.Whether there are arguments against this happening is academic,it MAY be possible,and so should be taken into account when creating safeguards. 
There is also the view of "We can so we should".If GM is only to update Western supermarkets capacity to have tomatoes with a longer shelf life,then the question becomes "Does the ends justify the means?".Can we get longer life tomatoes another way that is less risky? 
It seems relatively certain that we can't stop GM totally,and that to go ahead with it without looking seriously at its potential consequences could prove disastrous.But would it be as disastrous as potential use of a nuclear bomb,or is it less risky?.Nuclear bombs already exist regardless of intervention from screaming hordes of protest marchers.GM holds out the prospect of bigger profits for food manufacturers so its almost inevitable that it will happen, and without consumer choice,it can't be stopped.Perhaps it may be stopped in its tracks by stores not stocking it complying with consumers wishes.But this might be an uninformed choice.Iceland's decision to not stock GM food is headed by the slogan "We believe in consumer choice",if that is so,where is the capacity to choose GM? -LB] 
I'd like to bring Don in here just for a moment.I seem to get the impression that you imply that when it comes to genetics and when it comes to genetic modification,that we're into risks of a different order of magnitude,and that therefore a peculiar sort of precautionary prudence is advised, which somehow didn't apply to all the other things which we shifted the world with up to that point.Now do you,when you are working on your genetically modified tomatoes,feel that there is in fact a looming possibility of catastrophe which burdens you with a special sense of responsibility which somehow is not incumbent upon your colleagues working at other levels in science? 
[That's rather like asking a guy who works building skyscrapers if he's conscious of the risk of falling to the ground and killing himself when he's jumping from girder to girder.If he was he wouldn't do the job as he'd be too scared.If Don was conscious of the implication of the risk of what he was doing he'd never do it.It's only with hindsight that such things loom into existence. When Oppenheimer saw the result of his work he only then realised the potential of a nuclear device,and uttered "It flashed to my mind that I had become the Prince of Darkness,the destroyer of Universes" [Ref :Pam p728].If he had that kind of thought whilst working on the bomb he would never have created it. 
With hindsight we can probably see that Oppenheimer did in fact carry a special responsibility which should have burdened him,but it cannot burden the scientist at the point of discovery or they would never carry out their remit.It is the populace that should burden the moral responsibility after the discovery is made,and it is up to them to use the discovery wisely,and this necessitates them being scientifically informed,in order to make wise decisions -LB] 
Don Greerson : No,I do feel a sense of responsibility,of course,scientists have been thinking about genetics and genetic modification for decades now.So we've been considering a lot of the questions,a lot of the possibilities and there have been precautions in pace and regulatory authorities have been looking very carefully,advised often by scientists ,made aware first of all by scientists. 
[That's what John Hammond said in Jurassic Park -LB] 
With reference to something Brian was saying a little earlier,talking about insect resistance,I think we should ask,"Well will insect resistant plants mean we spray fewer insecticides?" and the answer is yes. 
[So what? So instead of poisoning the environment,we can wreck it's internal mechanism? That's hardly a reason to use GM.Presumably this is one of those "good" things that will be a consequence.But what if spraying is less dangerous than GM? 
Making insect resistant plants,as Greenpeace have pointed out, means that there is then no food for birds,thus no food for higher mammals,thus you muck up the food chain.Science is supposed to work with nature not against it.The unmitigated arrogance of claiming all foodstuff for yourself and not allowing any to be poached by creatures who are entitled to it,is the same mentality of the chicken farmer who thinks he has a right to kill the fox that gets his chickens.As someone recently said on the TV Fax,the farmer chooses the responsibility to protect the chickens,if the fox got at them,he failed in his duty,it's not the foxes fault that he didn't protect them well enough,the fox was only doing what came naturally.It's entitled to eat chicken,and if it defeats the protection,that's hard cheese for the farmer,he should have done his job properly.Insects have a right to live too,and require food. 
I think this is what Mae Wan means by not respecting the natural harmony of the system.If you have plants that insects can't eat,you defeat the capacity of an insect to exist in principle. 
In a round about fashion you are shooting yourself in the foot,and I think this is what has been characterised as "Not seeing the wood for the trees".At the very least without recognition of holistic system dynamics.GM scientists are hitting their heads on the main branches -LB] 
There will be a reduction in the spraying of chemical insecticides.We also ought to recognise that one of the insect resistant genes that's being used in transgenic crops is already used by some organic farmers.So that puts the risks and the benefits and the potential dangers into context,it's already used.For the third world,some of the work I've been involved in is likely to lead to a great reduction in the spoilage of fruits and vegetables and in developing countries, 50% of the produce can never get eaten because it deteriorates.So I maintain there will be quite large benefits but people don't often hear about them. 
Jonathan Miller : I get the impression from you again,that the risks and the precautions.....that the risks are greater,the precautions are less,somehow and peculiarly in this field of molecular biology and genetics,whereas I see,and I think I share this opinion with Janet,that life is complex and risky all the time,but it seems to me that needs to account.... 
Mae Wan-Ho : I take a very simple-minded ordinary persons view [The ordinary person is presumed to be simple minded then? -LB] of taking risks.I take risks because I have to,like for instance if I am attacked you know,or if you know,there is a moral reason for doing it,or overwhelming benefits.Now I do not see those in the case of genetic engineering. 
[But we don't know what the benefits are so we can't see them! We can speculate what they might be like getting rid of terrible diseases,or making food crop more (which has already been done).Given that the world population is increasing,there is a need for more food and better medical treatment,it's got to come from somewhere -LB] 
On the contrary you see,I am very worried about what I call "the inverse precautionary principle",that is being taken.That everything is permissable unless absolutely shown to be unsafe. 
[That is what most worries me. The BMA has done this in assuming everyone to be an organ donor unless otherwise stated.It is an erosion of rights.If we had "guilty until proven innocent" in a court of law then we would have possibly more innocent people in jail than guilty,at least there would conceivably be more innocents jailed than now.Err on the side of caution. 
The absurd nature of Janet's inverse precautionary principle was shown above.We might take other examples like:- chastise children to discipline them until it is shown incontrovertibly to be of psychological detriment.This is stupid. 
Being cautious does not entail being a luddite.Mae Wan is correct.We should assume unsafety,and require that it be proven safe,not the other way around.In the times when great leaders feared that their food was poisoned they employed tasters to check that it was safe.They didn't assume that it was safe and wait to find out when they died.Likewise we need to assume a poisoned state.This is based on the "least false positives" idea from medicine.It creates the most accurate you can be.The same principle is used in law to stop innocents from going to jail,and it is the same principle that is the requirement of scientists wishing to discriminate a truth from a falsehood.Until positive proof is rendered assume that the postulation is not true.By asking for proof of the danger of food,Janet puts everyone at risk without a food taster.If we ask for proof of the safety of food,we are requiring that a taster taste it first,so to speak,and minimising the risk. 
That is the whole point.We can't know what the risk is.But we can minimise it,and Janet wishes to maximise the risk.Not a good policy as far as I'm concerned -LB] 
And I for one think....have actually written a lot the risks of genetic...the hazards of genetic engineering.It's actually already identifiable,they are not quantifiable,but it is inherent in the process of horizontal gene transfer,which is exploited for transferring genes between unrelated species.Now that process is a random process and it can lead to a lot of unexpected potentially damaging,irreversible effects. 
Jonathan Miller : Right,well... 
Mae Wan-Ho : I think that because of that,and because there are no convincing arguments of need or benefits,we say "we need a moratorium". 
[That's almost precisely my view too -LB] 
Jonathan Miller : I know that Janet wants to come in on that. 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : Yes,I think Don has said something which strikes me as rather important,that a lot of food,in parts of the world where food is needed is being wasted by being perishing. 
[That waste could be avoided without resorting to GM,just by better management of the movement of foods and the storage -LB] 
That strikes me not just as saying "Anything goes" it is saying "here is a positive reason" so what is the good reason for not doing that. 
[Agggghh I despair of this woman.This is like saying God exists,even though everything can be explained without reference to him,and he can be ejected via Occam's razor.If food is perishing and we can stop it from being wasted with a less risky way than GM then there is almost an onus on us to use the less risky way.It is not a positive reason for using GM just because of some presumed good of feeding third world people more efficiently.There are good arguments that feeding the third world isn't a moral imperative of Western cultures,so it isn't necessarily a "good" thing to do [[Animals 1]Hardin 1],and if there are simpler ways to stop the food perishing ie by not being stupid enough to put too much perishable food in one place in conditions where it will perish in the first place,then this is not a candidate for use of GM.We don't need good reasons not to do things.We need good reasons TO DO things,this is the same principle that says lack of evidence of something cannot be used to support a hypothesis.In other words,if 99% of UFOs have been explained,the missing 1% doesn't mean they exist.We need a GOOD REASON to show that they exist.We don't assume their existence and then find good reasons why they don't,that's absurd.Under that premise,unicorns exist,until someone proves they don't -LB] 
Don Greerson : The comment just now about the potential dangers of horizontal gene transfer,that's actually a misrepresentation.It's a theoretical danger,but if you actually look at the vectors they don't exist in the transgenic plants,and therefore it can't.... 
Jonathan Miller : Can I just stop you there? 
Mae Wan-Ho : Actually,there is.... 
Jonathan Miller : No,no I must ask Don just a purely technical question,because we're using terms which I think,again it goes back to this question of public information,what exactly do we mean by transgenic transfer,what is going on? What is a vector? How is it accomplished? 
Don Greerson : Right a plant that's had a gene moved into it by this new technology of genetic modification is called a "transgenic plant",and there are several ways of getting the DNA into the transgenic plant and you use a "vector".There's more than one kind of vector,but the most common vector comes from a soil borne bacterium called agro bacterium which naturally associates with plants,and you use it as a vehicle to get the gene of interest into the plant,but the vector itself stops at the outside of the plant cell,it doesn't go in.In order for horizontal gene transfer to to occur,it would have to go in,and my point is,it doesn't in this case.So it's a ......when we ask the question "Is there a danger?" the question goes away. 
[You conveniently then don't have to supply an answer -LB] 
Mae Wan-Ho : Now I disagree with that.There is already evidence that the genes that have been transferred into these transgenic plants can move again to bacteria. 
Don Greerson : The point is those transfers could just as readily happen now.They' are not introduced for the first time on the planet by the production of transgenic plants.They could occur already now,and they do occur in nature. 
Mae Wan-Ho : There is a debate on this. 
Don Greerson : Well but the fact is... 
Mae Wan-Ho : There is a debate on this,we do not know.... 
Don Greerson : The fact is that.... 
Jonathan Miller : No,no wait,wait,wait. 
Don Greerson : The fact is that antibiotic resistance genes do move from one bacterium to another.So you're trying to persuade people to believe that it is a major new risk.It's been going on for 30 years before GM organisms existed. 
Mae Wan-Ho : Well before we did not have antibiotic genes in our food crops,and if you ask a virologist,you know he will tell you that viral DNA is very infectious,it's more infectious than the virus itself,which has a protein coat wrapped about it..wrapped around it,and we don't know why that is the case.There is so much we don't know. 
Don Greerson : I've addressed your concerns.... 
Mae Wan-Ho : Yeah,yeah. 
Don Greerson : Horizontal gene transfers and the vectors that doesn't occur.The regulatory authorities have addressed... 
Mae Wan-Ho : But it does occur. 
Don Greerson : The regulatory authorities.... 
Mae Wan-Ho : It has occurred from a transgenic plant..... 
Don Greerson : The regulatory authorities have permitted this GM food to be put on the market,they are not concerned... 
Mae Wan-Ho : I think it's a mistake...I think it's a mistake... 
Don Greerson : ...about the genes.Well yes,you think it's...but,your argument then is with a whole range of independent authorities. 
Jonathan Miller : Well actually what you've both said and the controversy that breaks out between you introduces me to what I wish to discuss in the last section,which is how difficult it is for the public to decide between the two of you. 
Well what we had there was already the outbreak of expert disagreement.Now on a relatively simple principle,relatively simple,and already I found myself as someone who was trained in science,but has been a long way from genetics beginning to drown.Now if someone who in fact spent 6 years and more of his life learning the basics and still felt at sea,and didn't know who I should agree with,what are the prospects of a public actually being able to make the judgements that you think are required in order to be cautious? 
[It stands to reason that they need some pretty intensive training,as do some of these peeps about holism and system dynamics.Ignorance works both ways -LB] 
You see I actually think that although people say,"Oh this is a very condescending view of Joe Public,that he or she couldn't possibly acquaint themselves with the information".I don't think it's a condescending view,it's a view that I have of myself.I haven't the faintest idea ,most of the time,about what scientists are going on about.I'm not in a position,nor have I got the time,I only have one lifetime to acquaint myself with one section of the work which might be relevant to my future.So what do you counsel? 
[The "I've not got enough time" argument doesn't wash Jonathan.The question is about priorities and about how much you value your culture and your life within it.I've heard excuses such as "I don't have the time" or "I am a not interested" or "I don't understand".If you are going to pass moral judgement on what science does there is an onus to make the time,to be bothered,and to understand.I agree that there is a big pile of stuff and no one public person can know it all.But it is incumbent on those who are to make moral judgements to have the salient information to hand,and make it a priority and see it as in the best interests of themselves and their culture to be informed about things which they figure they have the right to make decisions about. 
Instead of the apathetic excuse "I haven't the time" or "I have other priorities" these things should be seen for what they are:investment in the future of other human beings.If you're not bothered about the outcome of a civilised society then don't expect to be treated to its rewards when those who did make time and were bothered reap the benefits.This is like the hen that baked the cake,asking the farmyard animals to help bake it,and them all turning away,but offering to help eat it.There is an onus to be as informed as is possible,and these days that isn't hard to do.But when people prioritise things like cleaning the car or going to the shops for a new bathroom suite over being informed about GM I say that they have got their priorities wrong.If they are going to do that,then they should not be allowed to veto the use of GM.They didn't care enough initially to be informed,so why should they get to veto progress with uninformed knee-jerk reactions to things they don't understand and haven't got the time or inclination to bother to get to grips with? 
The public are like back-seat drivers,they are very good at issuing forth edicts based on no knowledge whatsoever,but when offered the driving seat,decline claiming they never had the time to learn to drive,and no inclination to learn the highway code as it was "too hard to understand".They shut put up or shut up.If they wish the right to make moral judgements then they should take the required responsibility of learning the ropes of how and why science goes about its business.The simplistic notions of "only producing good things or good effects" belong in a nursery.If they can't be bothered to even deal with basic philosophical problems about what "good" actually is,then time is wasted on them.Either they wish to be informed to they don't.The indication is that they don't.If that is so then they have no right to judge what is right and wrong and what should and shouldn't be done -LB] 
Brian Wynn : Well obviously it goes without saying,as a principle "Everybody should be as informed as they possibly can be" [The conclusion I came to -LB] and therefore the public understanding of science is a crucial element of all these kinds of decisions,the public should be as well-informed as possible,in order to exercise democratic responsibility in so far as they are given the chance in modern society. 
But there is no way that that will ever be anything approaching levels of what we might call adequate (indistinct) in these things.But the....I think the key....one of the key things is that for example with respect to expert disagreement,and the public evaluating these things,we know from a lot of evidence and observation of public responses to these kinds of controversies, that people often quite instinctively and common sensically ask themselves the first question "What actually have either of these parties,what are they in it for?" ,"Who is paying their wages bill?",the first kind of question."What track record have they got?" ,"Have they actually been involved in some fiascos before,or some mistakes before?",or have they got a good track record of being reliable,independent,trustworthy,in all of the rounded respects we can mean by trustworthy. 
[Brian your asking the public to be cynical,ask questions,and generally be bothered about what is happening to them.First you have to get them to see what the point is,and stir them out of their apathy -LB] 
And that is a perfectly sensible kind of starting point from which people can begin to get into these things.It doesn't frankly,get them very far when it comes to trying to evaluate,you know (laughter) has gene transfer happened or not,and if it has happened how dangerous is it? 
Jonathan Miller : And what indeed.....or indeed "what is gene transfer?" you see,what I insist upon is how difficult it is for even the very literate to acquaint themselves with the principles of what is increasingly an esoteric subject.It is in the nature of the sciences as we open these Pandora's boxes,and gain access to more and more esoteric and invisible objects and entities that it's harder to explain to people what it's about. 
[Harder, but not impossible in principle,it only takes for them to be switched on to the reasoning and methodology of the process.It is not seen as a voyage of discovery fulfilling the curiosity of man.It is seen as a trivial means to an end that is fundamentally against nature and at the service of industry or at best,the public. 
It is seen as problematical because it keeps throwing up these moral quagmires that no one wishes to deal with.People do not see the need for constant change.They wish to rest on their laurels,sit on their big fat bloated behinds,and moan "Haven't we done enough?" or "Can't we rest at the side of the road?",not realising that those are the words that spell the beginning of the end.Our society depends on change and advancement.To stagnate is to die,and the wishy- washy wailing of apathetic is a dull monotone compared to the orchestral symphony of exploration of a universe full of surprises -LB] 
Brian Wynn : One thing that the scientist does contribute in the community of scientists is full publication and peer review and rigorous analysis by other scientists of whether what they say is accurate or not. 
[But even this is seen as a maintenance of an orthodoxy by default.It is not seen for what it is,the only way to check validity and filter out speculation from truth.If a scientists hazards a viewpoint and it undergoes this chastisement by his peers,the holes show up in what he has hazarded,if no one can find a hole,and it works when tested against nature,it is useful until someone finds something better.At least it isn't personal hearsay,untested and untrialed given validity by saying "It's my opinion".Truth isn't subjective.There is only one universe,and even if perceptions vary,we all witness essentially the same thing in the same way.If this were not true Newton's laws would not have got the Voyager probes around the solar system. Notwithstanding Einstein's updates and Chaos theory throwing a spanner in the works, his ideas were still useful and are still "correct" in as far as they can still be used.It doesn't matter whether these laws are "really there",they are what we can make use of as a map or model that gets ever more refined. 
The idea that science is "just another view" as valid or invalid as the next is absurd.No other methodology tests its assertions against nature and changes them accordingly.This is read as "science doesn't know what it believes,it never makes its mind up" by its critics.It can't win.If it stuck with one model,the claim would be that it was a dogma,when it alters,as it has to,it is too pliant,and never says what is a fact. 
Some even object that the model is not even heading in the right direction or that a model can exist in principle.To these back seat drivers I would say "I would like to see you throw a probe around the solar system and exploit the gravitational pull for a sling shot effect to create a grand tour upon a premise that is basically `wrong' ".Of course they should not carp about such achievements,but revel in what mankind can do,whilst being wary in recognition of the kind of power that science has at its disposal -LB] 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : There is also the question of whether genetic modification could be dangerous for food.Now what the public is demanding at the moment is the labelling of food.Now it seems to me to be a straightforward scientific mistake of a gross kind to think that genetic modification is a kind of category which in itself is either dangerous or not dangerous. 
There is specific questions about whether this genetic modification is,and you were saying the dangers of toxins and such like and certainly I agree about that.The whole pressure for labelling of genetic modification as to anything else is an egregious scientific mistake,and the question is why we should take any notice of public attitudes.... 
[Because they are footing the bill? Brian did say to ask this question -LB] 
[It depends if there is some kind of scheme in the way that nature trades genes by natural propagation.If by moving a gene outside this process we are not paying homage to why some set of genes may have a requirement to be together then we are doing something different than what happens in natural selection or selective breeding.If there is no such scheme then manipulation is just like selective breeding and there is no rationale to marking products as a category.There must be something akin to a scheme in that nature requires creatures that fill a niche,and there is no niche for tomatoes with cod genes,unless we make it,but then it is still natural as we are part of nature. 
I think Janet's objection is against tarring all with the same brush.All GM foods cannot be either dangerous or not dangerous in principle,as a broad category,and so it makes no sense to label them with respect to their being GM -LB] 
Mae Wan-Ho : I disagree with you on that. 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : Well now I need to know why? 
Mae Wan-Ho : You just do not understand the process [Janet doesn't any more than the lay public do -LB] 
of how they are made,and a lot of the dangers are inherent to the process,at least the process as it is now.I do not rule out that maybe in the future,you know scientists like Don may discover safer ways of doing it.I am most unhappy about this first generation of transgenic plants which are currently released and they all share the same kinds of hazards. 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : But with hazards...well now what is the hazard for food? 
Mae Wan-Ho : I just told you,it is actually... 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : No you didn't. 
Mae Wan-Ho : ...you know,because it is actually....it's a very... 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : You told me that you knew the answer but you didn't tell me what it was. 
Mae Wan-Ho : ...it is a very random process,so every time you make a transgenic plant,with the same vector system,it jumps into a different place in your genome,and basically you end up with a different organism,and you know it can disrupt your genes,it can actually... 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : ...but this doesn't.... 
Mae Wan-Ho : ...in the case of mammalian cells when you have genes jumping in that can actually cause cancer,and it is actually very well -documented even in the Encyclopaedia of Molecular Biology,okay,so there is no control at the moment as to where this gene jumps in,and toxins and allergens of course are major category of risks. 
Jonathan Miller : Janet? 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : Well that's why I was bringing this in you see,it seems to me that the question of whether there's a special kind of risk to the consumer,and now I'm not talking about spreading,is about the details of the particular case,and if you get the public thinking that genetic modification as..... 
Mae Wan-Ho : You are confusing the issue again,you see,I am saying that.... 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : I am not,I'm trying to separate the issue. 
Mae Wan-Ho : ...this is categorical,this is actually come into the whole class of transgenic plants. 
Jonathan Miller : Yes but,but I think Janet is asking you,simply,is what is peculiar to the genetically modified as opposed to a whole range of other risks of food? You see,for example I know.... 
Mae Wan-Ho : I am not trying to defend conventional agro-chemical agriculture.I'm not trying to defend that. 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : You're not getting my point. 
Jonathan Miller : Well now could you make the point again,just to be... 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : The point is a matter of categories of thinking.Even if it happens to be true at the moment that there is some specific risks about current bits of genetic engineering,that still not genetic engineering as such,it is just these bits,and the risk ought to be associated with just these bits.What's happening at the moment which is gross misinformation of the public,is that they are being told that genetic engineering as a category is a thing to be alarmed about,and that's what's wrong. 
[If that is true,then what is it about the bits that are risky such that the other bits aren't so risky? If there are peculiarly risky areas,what's to say that the other areas aren't equally risky,and that we can tar it all with the same brush? You haven't given us a good reason not to do that Janet! If we use your assumed safety principle then those areas would be safe until shown not.However I go by assumed unsafe till shown not,so I have good reason to say that they are as risky as those that are shown to be so.This is like saying that we know that physical laws apply locally to our area of the universe,and in lieu of other information and no reason to suppose not,the presumption is that they are universal laws. In other words the evidence received so far applies until such time as a sub-category is made with separate evidence for its own benefit -LB] 
Brian Wynn : If...if the public...if,I emphasise if,if the public is objecting to being forced to buy genetically manipulated food unlabelled in the supermarket on ethical objection grounds then it has every right to insist that the genetically manipulated food is labelled as such, whatever the risk questions might be. 
[I think Brian means that if I don't want fluoride in my drinking water I shouldn't have to have it regardless of whether it does my teeth any good.If this is right,then I agree that the public informed or not has the right to choose what happens,in principle.But in practice,as in my case I may be objecting to fluoride,purely on the grounds of choice,without any regard to the facts.I am making an emotional uninformed choice,not to have others choices foisted on me without my assent.This is a better objection (in my opinion) to GM than saying it is ecologically unsound or that it messes with nature,as it is an affront to the liberty of the individual citizen.The right to consumer choice is the basis on which Iceland and others are fighting GM,but as I said where is the choice to have GM? And of course if all food is GM labelling is a waste of time,as it would be like putting a label on saying "This food contains chemicals" or "This product contains foodstuffs" ,stating the obvious -LB] 
If there is an ethical issue for the public as there appears to be.Now that's a separate kind of analysis and how we diagnose all of that? But I just want to come back to your question to me Janet,about the you know,why should GM food be singled out for this kind of extreme pressure for labelling? 
Jonathan Miller : As a category? 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : As a category. 
Brian Wynn : As a category that's right,"it's an egregious scientific mistake",was your... 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : Yes. 
Brian Wynn : Why on Earth should we expect the public's demand for labelling to be based on scientific categories alone? I mean the public's demand for labelling is based on a whole variety of things including the ethical objections,which I've just mentioned. 
Don Greerson : As it happens I agree with labelling.But I want to return to the question of risk because that's uppermost in people's minds.They have a right to know,but far more important in their mind is "Is it dangerous or not?",and when they hear people arguing about whether there's a risk as you just have,or whether there's a specific risk,there's something wrong with the process,I think they should be really concerned,and I just want to address that single point. 
Earlier in our discussion I did say,reminded everyone,that the genome is fluid,and genes naturally move around within a genome in nature,and we heard a potential criticism," you put a gene in you don't control where it goes",now that movement around is already occurring in our crops,it is natural,that's the first point.So we shouldn't be worried that there's an additional layer of risk that is being introduced de novo. 
The other point is...the other point is that when people carry out the genetic manipulations, they make hundreds of plants,with the gene added and then test very rigorously to see what they've done and they make a selection,and they only run with those plants where the gene is stably integrated,they know what it's effects are 
[You cannot know this in principle -LB] and when they grow in the crop they can predict how its going to behave,and you left that part out. 
[Again there is no recognition of the type of scenario envisaged by Michael Crichton.Nature is not an automaton that can be predicted rigorously and know for all time what the outcomes will be.This is the naive view of reductionist science,and Mae Wan is right to criticise it -LB] 
Mae Wan-Ho : Radioactive decay is a natural process.But we do not naturally get atom bombs.It is because we mess about with it,and we get a critical melt down,and I think the analogy is exactly the same,that natural gene transfer occurs at a very slow rate, 
[Which is why you can't see evolution happening -LB] 
over hundreds of millions of years.What genetic engineers do now,is to speed up the process you know,enormously... 
Jonathan Miller : Yes,but you see I would... 
Mae Wan-Ho : ...and we do not know what the outcome of that is. 
Jonathan Miller : But I would like to come back to Janet,you see Janet has asked,and I think it is a very fair and important question,"Why do we have this view of it as a special category of risk which somehow makes it mo....superlative in relationship to all sorts of other things,in which there are capitalist interests involved,it's to the interests of the manufacturers of butter,the dairy industry which sells butter,which probably will kill far more people in a year from coronary thrombosis,there are all sorts of things where in fact we undertake risks because we like the benefits. 
Mae Wan-Ho : Can I ..can I answer that? 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : Yes.I think it's this whole business of "meddling and tampering" that worries me,because of if you think about the history of our understanding of the world,the traditional view of the world,was that it was an ordered cosmos,there was a natural way for things to be,with layers of things in their proper places,and the way things went wrong was was with things stepping out of their place. 
[Right to the heart of the matter.......-LB] 
So you get this story of Eve,Prometheus and Pandora,and all the rest of them .Now the great thing about the Darwinian understanding of the way life has developed is that it's a series of accidents and all kinds of other things,the whole of the world,in a sense the natural world, because there's no distinction,we're all part of it,is a mess,there is immense suffering in nature,there are things that are done inefficiently and badly [So God can't be behind it with his perfect schemes then?-LB],and here are we landed in the middle of it,we find people dying of diseases,we see suffering everywhere,even when we look at the most beautiful landscape, and say "what a lovely bit of nature",there are things suffering and dying throughout that landscape 
Brian Wynn : And a lot of it's been man-made since? 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : Yes but the suffering and dying is nothing to do with man-made,there was suffering and dying when dinosaurs were here,it was nothing to do with us. 
[You mean those beasties not mentioned in the bible that lived before Adam & Eve,making a mockery of Genesis?They suffered without God's intervention then? -LB] 
The question is ,"Why we should presume there is something bad...you can't meddle with something which hasn't got a plan?". 
[If there is a plan or a system that we are not taking account of then it still isn't morally wrong to manipulate it since we are part of it and it is thus manipulating itself via an indirect route,the only problem is the outcome for mankind,which is the same argument for despoiling the planet.We may make the Earth inhospitable to humans,but something will take hold in our stead.The lamentable notion that we can destroy life on Earth permanently is an over exaggeration of our power to defeat nature.If life was inconceivably unlikely in the first instance it is much more likely now it has got a foothold,and the Earth presumably was more inhospitable to life in the past,although not so much that it couldn't get started . 
There is a plan of sorts in that natural selection creates things by progeny that are similar to the previous generation,and things of different categories don't create progeny,so there is a kind of rationale to which DNA is maintained throughout an animals history as a species,this could be used to say that cod genes in tomatoes is breaking that rule,but if mankind is seen as part of the system what has happened is in effect a tiny whirlpool eddy in the larger stream of progeny-LB] 
Brian Wynn : It's presuming there's something bad.I mean I don't recognise this presumption. 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : Well Mae Wan keeps talking about meddling. 
Brian Wynn : But I want to go back to Janet's point about evolution.Absolutely right in principle,you know,nature is not equilibrium and stable and the kind of base line from which we start in any of these kinds of discussions should be the recognition of non-equilibrium ecology,things are on the move all the time in ways you know that are messy and often brutal as you say. 
[Well that's God's "messy brutal" world for you! -LB] 
But that in no way exonerates us from trying to actually develop an adequate moral and ethical debate about the sci..... 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : Absolutely not. 
Brian Wynn : We're agreed on that?

Janet Radcliffe-Richards : It makes it necessary because it's the only way to get a moral argument. 
Brian Wynn : But let's just take one of the so-called ethical dimensions of public concerns about GMOs at present which is the "tampering" argument,you know "we're tampering too much with nature". 
[If Lovelock's Gaia hypothesis has any validity,the Earth can stand quite a bit of messing with and still find a balance,so maybe we worry too much,or maybe its that we think we are frail and can't stand too much variation,after all we only need a hot summer or a downpour before we start screaming "drought" or "we're all going to drown as South East England disappears under the waves" -LB] 
Now my interpretation of that expression of public concern is not the kind of, this is a sort of,you know an anxiety of man playing God type argument on its...as if that's somehow a purely ethical kind of concern existing independent from any kind of evaluation of the intellectual claims and commitments and pretensions in play.Quite the opposite.If we look at it, what we find is that,it's an argument which is saying,"we're tampering too much in relation to the exaggeration of what we think we know",when we're doing that intervention and tampering. In other words it's actually a question of critical evaluation of the intellectual pretensions of the science which is supposed to be controlling all of this. 
Jonathan Miller : But I do insist,and I agree with Janet,that there is a peculiar sort of hysteria,attached to something which is visualised by the public in general and encouraged by the press,and indeed by you I think,that there is a peculiar form of venomous danger which comes from something which is visualised as "fiddling with nature".Now it seems to me that we.... 
Mae Wan-Ho : I never used that "fiddling with nature" term. 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : You said "meddling". 
Jonathan Miller : Meddling and interfering. 
Mae Wan-Ho : In my book? Not in my book. 
Janet Radcliffe-Richards : But you just said it now. 
Jonathan Miller : No but there is behind it a senses that there is a peculiar sort of danger associated. Man's place on Earth has been one of constant interfering with nature and I think as WH Auden said,"It's only by affectation and interference that the human race has dragged itself up by its boot straps to the condition where it's recognisable as a human race",with all the foibles and horrors which we associate with ourselves. 
Mae Wan-Ho : You're maybe too fatalistic,and I think it's time we actually changed,it's time we actually turned the tide.We cannot go on like this because this is unsustainable.This is why we have.....we are at the brink of ecological collapse. 
[Are we? How? What catastrophe is imminent? Is the rainforest the "lungs of the world"? Can the sea support loads of waste dumping? We might be on the verge of shooting ourselves in the foot in diminishing our options,but the ecology will thrive much better without the human race to mess it up."Damage" is a value judgement.How much we have done depends on your parameters.We plant trees as well as fell them,we save species as well as kill them,we make green hills out of waste dumps and recycle everything much more than before,so why weren't we on the verge of ecological collapse in the 1970s when car exhausts didn't have catalytic converters and fridges and aerosols weren't checked for their propensity to damage ozone? Seems to me things have got better not worse. 
Jonathan Miller : I think we've got back to the beginning without in fact having satisfactorily started! (laughter) Thank you very much. 
[Edge 2;[Science 1] Front 5;World 7] 


